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Abstra t

Color is a ommonly used feature for realizing ontent-based image retrieval (CBIR).
In this ontext, this paper presents a new approa h for CBIR whi h is based on well
known and widely used olor histograms. Contrasting to previous approa hes, su h as
using a single olor histogram for the whole image, or lo al olor histograms for a xed
number of image ells, the one we propose (named Color-Shape) uses a variable number
of histograms, depending only on the a tual number of olors present in the image,
whi h our experiments have shown often to be low. Our experiments using a large set
of heterogeneous images and pre-de ned query/answer sets show that the Color-Shape
approa h o ers good retrieval quality with relatively low spa e overhead, outperforming
previous approa hes. Furthermore, we also show that the proposed approa h is very
exible in the sense that the user may easily tune it, in order to alibrate the trade-o
between spa e overhead and retrieval e e tiveness. For instan e, when ompared to
using global olor histograms, our approa h an retrieve images 80% more e e tively,
requiring 29 times more spa e for metadata. Although large, this spa e overhead is 55%
smaller than the overhead of more traditional partition-based approa hes with equivalent parameters. On the other hand, it an be tuned to save 15% in spa e requirements,
when ompared to storing a single global olor histogram, while still being apable of
yielding a 30% more e e tive retrieval.

1 Introdu tion
Image databases are be oming more and more ommon in several domains. The evolution of
te hniques for a quisition, transmission and storage of images have allowed the onstru tion
of very large databases, ontaining not only so- alled traditional data, but also multimedia
data, e.g., images. As image databases be ome larger and larger, the interest for ontent
based image retrieval (CBIR) in reases. This interest is partially motivated by the fa t that
representing images as textual data (e.g., keywords) is not adequate for image retrieval in
large and heterogeneous image databases. This inadequa y stems from three main problems
1
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[4℄: (1) it is diÆ ult for text to apture the per eptual salien e of visual features, (2) text is
not well suited for modeling per eptual similarity and (3) text des riptors re e t the point of
view of the annotator, who is, usually, a di erent personal from the nal user interrogating
the system. Te hniques for image databases management, in luding issues su h as: reation,
pro essing, representation, presentation, interfa ing, organization, browsing, querying and
indexing, have not followed the database growth at the same speed as traditional relational
database management systems have and are still somewhat limited [17℄. In addition, urrent
te hniques do not s ale well and pose severe drawba ks when applied to heterogeneous
databases. We onsider heterogeneous a large set of images that are not strongly related;
they belong to potentially di erent domains, were a quired with di erent devi es, have
di erent size and resolution and are stored in di erent graphi formats.
A distinguishing aspe t of CBIR is that it is based on the availability of a representation
(metadata) of the visual ontent of the images. The omplex nature of images, and the
omplexity of the analysis algorithms, do not allow a dire t omparison between two images
and as a result, representative and summarized metadata, whi h may be obtained through
automati or semi-automati pro essing, is needed. Clearly, the use of semi-automati
image pro essing te hniques is not adequate nor suÆ ient for large image databases. The
type of metadata used to a ess images has a dire t impa t on the internal organization of
the retrieval system, on the way in whi h the retrieval is performed and on its e e tiveness.
CBIR is omplex sin e di erent types of metadata may be asso iated with images. Su h
di erent types of metadata in lude [13℄:



Content-independent metadata - data whi h is not dire tly on erned with image
ontent, but in some way related to it. Examples of su h data are: the format, the
authors name, date, lo ation and ownership.



Content-dependent metadata - data whi h refers to per eptual low/intermediate-level
features, like olor, texture, shape, spatial relationship and their ombinations.



Content-des riptive data - data whi h refers to ontent semanti s. It is on erned
with relationships of image entities with real-world entities or emotions, impressions
and meaning asso iated with visual signs.

A CBIR system may be used in several appli ation domains, for example, digital libraries, geographi information systems and visual sear h engines for the WWW. The
advan es in the area of CBIR are highly dependent on the ollaboration among spe ialists from di erent areas, for example, images analysis/pro essing, databases, information
retrieval and interfa es. In general, the goal of CBIR is to retrieve images similar to an image/sket h provided by the user. This ontrasts with traditional databases where the goal
is an exa t-mat h of a set of attributes. Similarity-based retrieval di ers from mat hing
in the following aspe ts [4℄. Mat hing is a binary partition, being intrinsi ally ommitted
to de iding whether or not the obje t observed orresponds to a model. Similarity-based
retrieval is, instead, the task of reordering database images a ording to their measured
similarity to a query example. It is therefore on erned with ranking rather than lassiation. In mat hing, un ertainties and impressions are ommonly managed during the
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pro ess; features used to perform lassi ation are hosen a ording to the problem. In retrieval by similarity, the user is part of the solution, in the sense that his/her intera tion is
required, e.g., it is he or she that de nes a query, analysis the system response and possible
re nes the query.
There are two prin ipal methods to query images given an image as an example [23℄:
nding the K most similar images or nding all images within a ertain degree S of similarity relative to the referen e image. Usually, the similarity metri is based on the distan e
between the feature ve tors that represent two images. Sample images an be: a new image
or sket h thereof provided by the user, an answer to a previous query, or an image belonging to a sample image set. These images may be also further edited and/or modi ed. In
order to realize image-based queries, we believe that one needs: (1) a domain-independent
hara terization of the visual ontent of the images, (2) image pro essing te hniques to
automati ally extra t su h visual hara teristi s, (3) a ompa t yet representative abstra tion for these hara teristi s, (4) a similarity metri to e e tively ompare images and (5)
indexing te hniques to eÆ iently a ess relevant images in the database. The rst two requirements are related to image metadata extra tion and representation. The last three are
related to CBIR eÆ ien y and e e tiveness. A great hallenge in this area is to nd the
best ompromise between these on i ting requirements.
In large and heterogeneous image databases, the above issues are even more riti al.
The universe of potential metadata is restri ted by the onstraint of eÆ ient metadata
extra tion, as well as analysis and indexing. In other words, the metadata should be
representative, simple and ompa t. The similarity metri s should also be simple from
the omputational omplexity viewpoint. Finally, any semi-automati image pro essing
should be avoided as mu h as possible and not relied upon as they are not s alable. Thus,
in order to ta kle the problem of eÆ ient retrieval in large heterogeneous image databases,
one must fo us on te hniques whi h are automati , eÆ ient and s alable.
This paper deals with the rst four requirements above. Our goal is to propose and
evaluate a new te hnique for image abstra tion and retrieval using olor distribution. Our
basi motivation is based on the fa t that global olor histograms are not able to adequately
apture image ontent. In addition, alternative approa hes pose a large overhead in terms
of metadata representation/storage. Our main ontribution is a histogram-based representation whi h yields a low overhead, while being able to apture more information about the
spatial distribution of image's olors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 dis usses some related
works relative to olor features and their spatial distribution. Se tion 3 presents a new
CBIR approa h, named Color-Shape, whi h is more robust and exible than those dis ussed
in Se tion 2. We also show that the user may easily tune it in order to alibrate the
trade-o between spa e overhead and retrieval e e tiveness. Se tion 4 presents a similarity
metri , based on L1 distan e, and whi h is ommon to all approa hes that will be ompared
in the experiments des ribed in Se tion 5. Se tion 5 evaluates the Color-Shape retrieval
e e tiveness in omparison to two other approa hes (1) a global olor histogram (GCH) and
(2) a traditional partition-based approa h that we named Grid. Finally, Se tion 6 presents
our on lusions and dire tions for future work.
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2 Related Work
With respe t to the use of olors as the visual feature of interest when performing CBIR,
there are two main issues whi h one should be on erned with. The rst issue is the
underlying model, whi h ontains two subissues: olor spa e and a suitable representation.
The se ond issue is related to the spatial layout of the olor distribution. In this se tion we
review previous work related to both of these issues.
2.1

Color features

Color is a visual feature whi h is immediately per eived when looking at an image. Retrieval
by olor similarity requires that models of olor stimuli are used, su h that distan es in the
olor spa e orrespond to human per eptual distan es between olors. Color stimuli are
ommonly represented as points in three-dimensional olor spa e [4℄. Color models an be
lassi ed in hardware-oriented models (RGB, CMY, YIQ) and user-oriented models (HSI,
HSV, HSB, MTM, L*u*v*, L*a*b* and L*C*h*). The hardware oriented models are de ned
a ording to properties of the devi es used to reprodu e the olors ( omputer s reen, olor
printer and TV monitor). User-oriented models are based on human per eption of olors.
RGB is the most ommonly used hardware-oriented s heme for digital images. Colors
in RGB are obtained as the addition of the three primary olors: Red, Green and Blue.
The RGB olor spa e is a solid having the shape of a unit ube and is a non-uniform olor
spa e; uniform olor spa es are spa es su h that a olor di eren e per eived by a human
observer is approximated as the Eu lidean distan e between two points in the olor spa e.
Hen e, uniform quantization of the RGB spa e results in per eptually redundant bins and
per eptual holes. The Hue-Intensity-Saturation family (HSI, HSV and HSB), despite being
user-oriented models, have similar problems to RGB. They do not represent olor di eren es
on a uniform s ale. Per eptually uniform spa es, su h as MTM, L*u*v*, L*a*b*, L*C*h*
are more suited than RGB for CBIR [4℄.
A olor histogram is a simple and well known approa h to en ode the low-level olor
information of an image [27, 10℄. It is obtained by dis retizing an image's olors and ounting
how many pixels belong to ea h olor. Histograms, by themselves, do not in lude spatial
or shape information and as a result, images with very di erent layout an have similar
representations. Hen e, retrieval of images based on olor histograms are prone to yield
a large number of false hits, spe ially when used with a large database of heterogeneous
images. Histograms may also have problems in representing olor ontent be ause of olor
quantization. If a per eptually uniform olor spa e is hosen, uniform quantization will
be appropriate. For non-uniform olor spa es (RGB, HSV), a non-uniform quantization
should be hosen to ensure a orre t representation of the olor spa e. Clearly, the hoi e
of representative olors a e ts the per eption of similar images.
QBIC system [3℄ uses a partition-based approa h to extra t and represent olor features.
For ea h grid ell relative to a re tangular partitioning superimposed on the image, the
average Munsell olor and the ve most frequently o urring olors and their frequen ies
(i.e., a partial histogram) are omputed. In Dimai's approa h [8℄, the features that represent
the olor distribution in the L*a*b* olor-spa e are the average olor and the ovarian e
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matrix of the olor hannels. Androutsos et al [1℄ used olor segmentation, in the HSV
olor-spa e, to extra t regions of prominent olor. Ea h region is des ribed by its average
olor ve tor. S ias io et al [19℄ also uses the average olor to des ribe a ell ontent in a 4x4
grid superimposed on the image. In Color-WISE approa h [21℄, it was used dominant hue
and saturation values in the HSI olor spa e. These values are determined from di erent
parts of an image through a pro ess of blo k-based histogram building and peak dete tion.
Stri ker and Orengo [26℄ propose two approa hes to olor representation. The rst one
is a more robust version of the ommonly used olor histogram that uses umulative olor
histograms. The umulative histograms are always ompletely dense ve tors, even if only a
few olors of the dis rete olor spa e appear in ea h image. The robustness of this te hnique
allows one to work with very oarsely quantized olor spa es. The pertinen e of umulative histograms for CBIR lies on the property that the olor similarity between two nearby
histogram bins should be bigger than the olor similarity between two further separated histogram bins. Zhang et al [28℄ proposed a variation of umulative histograms. The modi ed
pro edure applies the umulative histogram te hnique to ea h sub-range of the histogram.
This te hnique was alled Lo al Cumulative Histogram. The se ond approa h presented by
Stri ker and Orengo [26℄, instead of representing the omplete olor distributions, represents
only their dominant features, via the rst three moments of ea h olor hannel in the HSV
olor spa e.
Appas et al [2℄ de ompose an image into ve regions and also represents the olor feature
of ea h region by the rst three moments of ea h olor hannel in the HSV olor spa e. Two
di eren es distinguish this work from previous work: (1) the third moment is omputed from
the se ond moment (instead of the rst one) and (2) the three moment values are ombined
into a single des riptor. Liang and Kuo [15℄ proposed an integrated wavelet oding system
for CBIR. All the features ( olor, texture and shape) are based on wavelet oeÆ ients and
their energy distribution among sub-bands, a ross quantization layers and in the spa e.
These features were extra ted during the su essive approximation quantization (SAQ)
stage of the wavelet ompression pro ess. The obtained SAQ histograms are represented by
their rst three entral moments (mean, varian e and skewness), as proposed by Stri ker
and Orengo [26℄.
2.2

Spatial Distribution of Colors

Partitioning of the image data is an important fa tor in determining the fun tionality and
eÆ ien y of the large image storage and retrieval systems [24℄. For instan e, by breaking
the images into smaller, more manageable units, it usually be omes easier for the systems
to ompress, store, a ess and retrieve the image data. However, no single partitioning
s heme is known to be optimal for all image storage and retrieval appli ations. Several
partitioning s hemes are reviewed next. Ea h o ers di erent advantages for a ess, storage
and retrieval.
Spatial grids partition the images from spa e into equally sized blo ks, where ea h blo k
orresponds to a spatial portion of the image. A xed de omposition leads to ells that an
straddle image regions with di erent visual ontents. In prin iple, this problem ould be
addressed by blo ks of variable shape and size. However, determining these variable blo ks
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seems to require the solution of problems, e.g., region segmentation, for whi h only partial
and usually expensive solutions have been proposed. Gonzalez and Woods [11℄ des ribe
some image segmentation te hniques, in luding region-oriented segmentation te hniques.
The QBIC system [3℄ de ompose an image using two approa hes: partition-based and
region-based. The partition-based approa h is similar to the method des ribed in [18℄. The
images are divided into a 6x8 or a 9x12 grid of ells. The region-based approa h uses
an approximate segmentation of ea h image into a hierar hi al set of olored re tangles.
S ias io et al [19℄ also uses a 4x4 grid to partition the images. Androutsos et al [1℄ uses
olor segmentation, in the HSV olor-spa e, to extra t regions of prominent olor. The
approa h presented by Appas et al [2℄ de omposes an image into ve regions (the enter
and the four orners).
The approa h proposed by Guibas et al [12℄, de omposes images using a xed quadtree
[22℄. In Leung and Ng's approa h [14℄, ea h image has a 4-level multi-resolution representation. At the rst level, the image is represented by a single olor histogram. In the
se ond level, the image is divided into four non-overlapping blo ks, ea h one represented
by one olor histogram. In the next levels, ea h blo k is su essively divided into four new
blo ks. The idea is the same as the quadtree-based approa hes. The work of Sebe et al [20℄
de omposes images into three levels. The rst level is the whole image itself. The se ond
level is a 3x3 grid and the third level is a 5x5 grid. This de omposition results in 34 regions
plus the image (level 1). The regions in this approa h are of di erent sizes (a ording to
their level) and overlap in di erent levels. The approa h of Malki et al [16℄ is similar to the
previous approa h: they use a quadtree of three levels to de ompose an image. Color-WISE
approa h [21℄ uses a xed image partitioning s heme whi h allows overlapping blo ks.
Dimai [8℄ proposed an approa h whi h ombines a global ve tor des ribing the olor
features of the whole image with a set of inter-hierar hi al distan es, whi h are based
on a xed partition of the image (nine non-overlapping xed-size regions). The interhierar hi al distan es are the di eren e measured between feature ve tors of a region and
its sub-regions. Thus, only the di eren e between the global ve tor and the ve tor of one
sub-region is stored. Chen and Wong [5℄ proposed an augmented olor histogram that
aptures the spatial distribution of pixels in addition to the olor distribution. The spatial
information is in orporated by omputing features from the spatial distan e between pixels
belonging to the same intensity olor. The mean, varian e and entropy of the distan es are
omputed to form an Augmented Image Histogram. The augmented histogram therefore
aptures the spatial distribution of pixels with the same olor relative to ea h other, instead
of ontaining information about absolute spatial lo ation of the pixels. The SFGraph [25℄ is
an approa h that partitions the images symmetri ally in spa e and frequen y. The SFGraph
view elements orrespond to wavelet sub-bands of portions of the images. The SFGraph
embeds many image representations, su h as the multiresolution pyramid, wavelet, tiledwavelet, wavelet pa ket, spatial quadtrees and Flashpix. Flashpix [7℄ is another approa h
that ombines the wavelet and spatial grids by partitioning the images into equal-volume
tiles, at di erent resolutions.
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3 The Color-Shape Approa h
As des ribed in the previous se tion, the most widely used te hnique to spatially lo ate the
image's visual features partitions the image into xed-size blo ks and then extra ts visual
features for ea h blo k individually. Our main ontribution in this paper is yet another
simple, but very e e tive partition-based te hnique. As will be dis ussed, our te hnique
may be onsidered omplementary to the previous work. To the best of our knowledge,
it is original in the way that visual features are en oded. Our motivation was to redu e
the spa e overhead of partition-based approa hes taking advantage of the fa t that only
a relatively low number of distin t values of a parti ular visual feature is present in most
images. Indeed, we will use olor features to investigate the idea. However, it is possible
to en ode any other visual feature of an image with the same idea. We will refer to our
approa h as Color-Shape.
Using 20,000 heterogeneous images in JPEG format, and the RGB olor-spa e uniformly
quantized in 64 olors, we obtained the data shown in Figure 1. In the average, there are
only 28,71 olors per image from a total of 64 olors. Moreover, 90% of the image ontent
orresponds to only 9 olors. These values show that, at least 55% of a olor histogram
has no useful information (bins with zero value) and that only 14% of its bins are able to
des ribe 90% of the visual ontent of the image. If we use a lo al olor histogram for ea h
blo k of an image partitioning, the amount of useless information grows proportionally to
the number of blo ks.
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Figure 1: Color ontribution for image ontent.
We thus aim to explore the fa t that olors not present in an image need not to be
represented. The olor histogram does not allow this type of optimization dire tly. Thus, we
will use what we all a Color-Shape Histogram|CSH. Using CSHs, the image abstra tion
is ompa t, yet representative. Consider an image partitioned into 8x8 non-overlapping
ells and the RGB olor-spa e uniformly quantized in 64 olors. A CSH for a given olor
, 0  < 64, is a set of 64 bins (one for ea h image ell), where the bins' values are
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des ribed by the fun tion p( ell ) = n =n. In this fun tion, ell is the k ell of the image
(0  k < 64), n is the number of pixels in the ell with olor and n is the total number
of pixels in the image. An image omposed by m olors is thus des ribed by m olorshape histograms, ea h one des ribing the spatial distribution of one olor. In this type of
de omposition, if a olor is not present in an image, its Color-Shape histogram does not
need to be represented, nor stored. Figure 2 shows an image with a 2x2 grid superimposed
and its respe tive Color-Shape histograms.
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Figure 2: An example image with a 2x2 grid superimposed and the asso iated Color-Shape
histograms.
Color-Shape histograms ombine, in an elegant way, the information represented by lo al
histograms in a partition-based approa h, with the information of a global olor histogram,
while likely redu ing the spa e overhead. The de omposition of an image into a grid of
ells allows one to simultaneously lo ate a olor inside the image and approximate its
shape. Color-shape histograms may be represented dire tly as a set of bins or using other
approa hes des ribed in se tion 2.1, like umulative histograms or the initial moments of
the spatial distribution. They an also be used in multiresolution approa hes like quadtrees.
We plan to ta kle those issues in our future resear h.

4 Similarity metri
In this se tion, we will des ribe the similarity metri that will be used in all approa hes
ompared in the experiments of Se tion 5. The hosen metri is based on the L1 distan e
metri (Equation 1), where h [i℄[j ℄ and h [i℄[j ℄ represent the j bin of the i histogram
used to represent the query image (h ) and the database image (h ), respe tively. We
assume that the histogram bins are normalized with respe t to the image size, i.e., number
of pixels.
q

th

d

q

th

d

Xj
m

h [i℄[j ℄
h [i℄[j ℄j
(1)
=1
Re all that in the ase of global olor histograms (GCHs), there is only one histogram
to be onsidered. In traditional partition-based approa hes, there are a xed number of
lo al olor histograms. In Color-Shape approa h, there is a variable number of histograms
per image. Also re all that a olor not present in an image does not yield a CSH. However,

( [℄

[ ℄) =

D hq i ; hd i

j

q

d
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even though it does not need to be stored, for the purpose of the metri omputation, all
of its (virtual) bins are assumed to be of zero height.
To normalize the result obtained with the L1 distan e, we divide it by the sum of the
areas (number of pixels) of the regions des ribed by ea h histogram (a [i℄ + a [i℄). These
areas are also normalized with respe t to the images' sizes. The normalized metri is shown
in Equation 2. Note that if we use GCHs, the denominator in Equation 2 is always 2, as
usual and expe ted. However, in the Color-Shape approa h, the areas being ompared are,
in general, smaller than the whole image, in fa t, they are equal to the per entage of ea h
image that the olor being ompared represents. This ase requires one to use the sum of the
areas expli itly to normalize the L1 result (noti e that the sum is not known a priori). So
far, D measures the normalized distan e between two histograms. The similarity between
two histograms is the omplement of the distan e D . The similarity S between two images
(Equation 3) is the weighted sum of the similarity between the histograms present in the
images:
q

d

n

n

( [ ℄ [ ℄)
(2)
[ ℄ + a [i℄
The goal of the weight values is to normalize the similarity between two images and
des ribe the importan e of ea h ompared histogram. We hose w[i℄ = min(a [i℄; a [i℄).
Clearly, the sum of the w[i℄s is at most 1.
( [℄

[ ℄) =

Dn hq i ; hd i

D hq i ; hd i
aq i

d

q

(

S hq ; hd

)=

X
n

i

=1

[ ℄  (1

w i

( [℄

[ ℄)

Dn hq i ; hd i

d

(3)

Figure 3: Images used to exemplify the appli ation of the similarity metri with a 2x2 grid
superimposed
The two images in Figure 3 will be used to exemplify the appli ation of the similarity
metri in three histogram-based approa hes: (1) a global olor histogram|GCH; (2) lo al
olor histograms (LCH) obtained from the ells of a grid superimposed on the image|Grid;
(3) olor-shape histograms|CSH. For simpli ity, we divide the images into 4 ells (2x2 grid)
in order to spatially lo ate olors. The ells are ompared from top to bottom, left to right,
and the olor spa e has only three olors: bla k, gray and white, in this order. In Figure 3,
q is the query image, and d is the database image to be ompared against q . Figure 4 shows
the histograms obtained from the query image using ea h approa h. The rst row has the
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GCH. The se ond line set of four LCHs of the Grid approa h, one for ea h ell. The bottom
of the gure shows the three CSHs, one for ea h olor. Figure 5 shows the same histograms
for the database image.
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Figure 4: Histograms of the query image (Figure 3) in ea h approa h
.
The GCH for q ould be represented as h = [0:5; 0:25; 0:25℄ meaning that it has 50%
of bla k, 25% of gray and 25% of white pixels, respe tively. Similarly, h = [0:5; 0:0; 0:5℄.
Using Equation 3 we have:
q

d

) = 1  (1

j0 5

0:5j + j0:25

:

0:0j + j0:25

0:5j

) = 0:75
(4)
2
As for the Grid approa h, the normalized distan e for the rst ell is D1 = 0, be ause
both ells have only bla k pixels. For the other three ells, the distan es are D2 = 1; D3 = 1
and D4 = 0, respe tively. In addition, the weights w[i℄ are all the same, be ause all ells
have the same relative area. Thus, we have:
(

SGC H q; d

n

n

n

n

(

) = 0:25  (4

SGrid q; d

(D1 + D2 + D3 + D4 )) = 0:5
n

n

n

n

(5)

Finally, using the Color-Shape approa h, we ompare the three CSHs (for bla k, gray
and white) using Equation 2. We have 25% of bla k pixels in ells 1 and 2 of q, and in
ells 1 and 3 of d (re all that the quantity of pixels in a ell is normalized with respe t to
0j+j0 0 25j+j0 0j = 0:5. Likewise we obtain
the image size), hen e: D
= j0 25 0 25j+j0 0255+0
5
= 0:33.
= 1, and D
D
bla k
n

gray
n

white
n

:

:

:

:

:

:
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Figure 5: Histograms of the database image (Figure 3) in ea h approa h.
Lastly, the normalized CSHs distan es are omplemented and weighted a ording to
Equation 3 (noti e that, unlike in the GCH and Grid approa hes, the weights w[i℄ are now
variable, depending on the areas o upied by ea h olor). Therefore, the similarity between
the two images a ording to their CSHs is:
(

) = 0:5  (1

SC SH q; d

0:5) + 0  (1

1) + 0:25  (1

0:33) = 0:42

(6)

It is interesting to note that S
> S
> S
, whi h is expe ted, given that the
CSH uses more information (with not mu h more overhead), than the other approa hes. As
we will see in the results obtained, this more a urate similarity measure will yields a higher
quality retrieval. There are several alternative distan es that may be used to ompare olor
histograms in an image-based query. We believe that the relative results should not depend
on the parti ular metri used. That is to say that we expe t any possible bias, if existent,
to a e t all approa hes equally. We plan to investigate alternative similarity metri s in our
future resear h.
GC H

Grid

C SH

5 Evaluation of Retrieval E e tiveness
We ompare the Color-Shape approa h with the two other approa hes that we alled global
olor histogram (GCH) and Grid. A GCH is des ribed by a set of bins (one for ea h olor
in an image), ea h one with a height given by the fun tion p( ) = n =n, where is the
k
olor (bin) in quantized olor spa e, n is the number of pixels whose olor is and n
k

th

k

k

k

k
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is the total number of pixels in the image. The Grid is a partition-based approa h whi h
de ompose an image in a set of xed size ells, a ordingly with a grid superimposed on the
image. For ea h ell a LCH is extra ted. A LCH is equivalent to a global olor histogram;
the only di eren e is that n is the number of pixels whose olor is into the ell being
represented, not in the whole image. The normalization is also relative to the whole image
(n).
The dataset used in our experiments was a set of 20,000 JPEG images from a sto k
CD by Corel Corp. The images' ontent are heterogeneous but, at the same time, there is
a large number of small subsets where the images are similar, allowing one to distinguish
them from the others without ambiguity. Some of these subsets were used to evaluate query
results. Out of the 20,000 images in the data set, we hose 15 images to be used as query
images. Those images not only had a similar olor distribution but also had the same
semanti s. For instan e, there is a set of several distin t \Halloween" pumpkins, a set of
Bonzai trees, and so forth. The answer sets for these query images were also built a priori
in order to fa ilitate our evaluation. We all these sets the \required result set" (RRset) for
ea h query image1 . The average number of images in su h RRsets was 11.27. The database
reation and query times were not measured. At this point, our fo us is only the quality
evaluation of the image retrieval. The eÆ ien y of the retrieval is an aspe t whi h is tightly
related to indexing stru tures/te hniques, whi h is subje t of further resear h.
In order to evaluate retrieval performan e in a similarity-based s enario su h as the one
we are on erned with, we needed a performan e measure that embodies the position in
whi h target items appear in the retrieval sequen e (ordered by some similarity measure).
We hoose to use a measurement alled normalized re all, whi h was used in the QBIC
proje t [9℄. Normalized re all measures how lose to the top of retrieved items the set of
relevant items appears, ompared to an ideal retrieval in whi h the most relevant items
appear in the very top of the ranked answer. The better the retrieval, the higher the images
in the RRset will rank in the returned answer set. Therefore, for ea h query image we
measured the average rank (AvgR) of its RRset in the returned answer set. The relative
ordering of the RRset elements is not important, what matters most is the lo ation (rank) of
all elements in the answer set. We al ulated the ratio of the RRset average rank, relative to
its ideal rank ((jRRsetj 1)=2, where jRRsetj denotes the ardinality of the RRset, and the
rst image is assumed to have rank zero). We all this ratio the normalized AvgR (NAvgR)
(or normalized re all in [9℄). The NAvgR an be used to give a measure of average retrieval
a ura y, or e e tiveness. Perfe t performan e would yield NAvgR=1.
In the rst experiment, the three ompared approa hes used the RGB olor-spa e, uniformly quantized in 64 olors. Ea h image was de omposed into a xed 8x8 grid, resulting
in 64 ells per image. Although one may dispute the suitability of su h parameters, we
ontend that they a e t the three approa hes in the same way, be ause all three approa hes
des ribe olor features, whi h are histogram-based, and use the same similarity metri . In
our judgment, this fa t allows a orre t omparative analysis. In the near future, we will
investigate alternative olor-spa es, quantization s hemes, partition algorithms and other
k

1

The sets of queries and respe tive RRsets

however, due to

opyright

k

an be seen at http://www. s.ualberta. a/

onstraints the data set

annot be distributed nor



mn/CBIRdataset,

opied from that site.
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histogram representations. With these parameters, in the GCH approa h, ea h image was
represented by one olor histogram with 64 bins (one for ea h of the quantized olors). In
the Grid approa h, ea h image was des ribed with 64 LCHs (with 64 bins/ olors), one for
ea h ell. In the Color-Shape approa h, ea h image was des ribed by a variable number of
CSHs, depending on the number of olors present in the images. Ea h CSH had 64 bins,
one for ea h image ell. GCH is the most ompa t image abstra tion. In the Color-Shape
approa h, the maximum number of histograms is 64. In average, for the 20,000 database
images, only 28.71 histograms were needed per image, a ording to Figure 1. Therefore, in
average, the CSHs required 55% less spa e than the Grid histograms. Note that this means
potential savings of over 50% in spa e when the image abstra tion is stored for further
pro essing, e.g., indexing, whi h is a desirable feature of the proposed approa h.
Table 1: NAvgR values for the RRsets of ea h query image.
Query
A0004.JPG
A0190.JPG
A10127.JPG
A10219.JPG
A10576.JPG
A11895.JPG
A12632.JPG
A13719.JPG
A14937.JPG
A15344.JPG
A15434.JPG
A16144.JPG
A4171.JPG
A4959.JPG
A6124.JPG
Average

j

RRset

13
11
14
12
9
8
6
8
14
14
19
17
8
6
10
11.27

j

NAvgR
GCH Grid Color-Shape
15.32 3.80
4.56
40.44 11.51
6.91
40.97 5.24
3.98
18.17 6.36
4.51
23.39 25.17
6.06
21.43 8.86
9.71
4.47
6.33
3.80
50.54 3.64
11.25
3.59
1.31
1.78
7.28
1.86
1.42
13.22 3.89
1.87
49.81 1.80
2.25
11.46 23.50
3.64
29.80 1.60
3.00
8.87
5.22
4.04
22.58 7.34
4.59

The results of rst experiment are shown in Table 1. As an be seen, the Grid approa h yields a NAvgR 68% smaller than the GCH approa h. More importantly, however,
the NAvgR obtained by using CSHs is 38% smaller than if we were using the Grid Approa h. The Grid approa h uses more information than GCH to represent an image. Thus,
its NAvgR is onsiderably better than the GCH's NAvgR. Although the Color-Shape approa h uses less histograms to represent an image than the Grid, it ombines the global
information of GCH with the lo al information of Grid in an elegant way. These two types
of information yield in a smaller (therefore better) NAvgR for the Color-Shape approa h.
In this experiment, we also determined the average similarity of ea h RRset with the respe tive query image, in ea h approa h. The average similarity values for the 15 RRsets
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are: 0.78 for GCH, 0.55 for Grid and 0.47 for Color-Shape. The GCH yields the larger
average similarity. The Grid's similarity is 30% smaller than the GCH's similarity, and the
Color-Shape's similarity is 15% smaller than the Grid's similarity. The large similarity values from GCH are due to a gross representation, whi h ultimately yields a large number of
false-hits. In other words, a more stri t similarity yields less false-hits. As the database size
in reases and be omes more heterogeneous, the probability of ompletely di erent images
(from the viewpoint of the user) having greater similarity in reases. Although the Grid and
the Color-Shape approa hes may be a e ted in the same way, within these approa hes this
e e t is minimized simply be ause there is more information to distinguish images, e.g.,
some spatial information. The main motivation of using the GCH approa h was to use it
as a yardsti k in omparison of the Grid and Color-Shape approa hes.
The next two experiments explore the exibility of the Color-Shape approa h. Our goal
is to redu e its spa e overhead in two ways. The rst one redu es the number of ells in
whi h we partition the images. The se ond one uses the information in Figure 1 to redu e
the number of olors that must be represented and ompared per image. Some experiments
not dis ussed in this paper have indi ated that the se ond approa h is more adequate than
simply redu ing the olor-spa e quantization.
Table 2: E e ts of the redu tion of the number of ells in the Color-Shape NAvgR.
Query
A0004.JPG
A0190.JPG
A10127.JPG
A10219.JPG
A10576.JPG
A11895.JPG
A12632.JPG
A13719.JPG
A14937.JPG
A15344.JPG
A15434.JPG
A16144.JPG
A4171.JPG
A4959.JPG
A6124.JPG
Average

j

RRset

13
11
14
12
9
8
6
8
14
14
19
17
8
6
10
11.27

j

NAvgR
8x8 6x6 4x4 3x3
2x2
4.56 5.82 5.89 5.23 11.32
6.91 7.75 8.45 12.82 43.29
3.98 4.56 5.76 7.69 14.92
4.51 5.53 6.42 11.77 12.71
6.06 6.31 7.53 10.67 22.17
9.71 8.50 9.82 13.32 19.86
3.80 2.87 4.13 3.80
7.60
11.25 14.64 18.36 25.00 45.86
1.78 1.81 2.44 2.12
2.79
1.42 1.58 1.70 2.18
3.72
1.87 2.26 2.65 3.44
8.38
2.25 2.90 5.27 3.85 16.89
3.64 4.54 4.46 5.46
4.18
3.00 2.93 4.67 6.33 11.73
4.04 4.62 4.29 4.04
7.53
4.59 5.11 6.12 7.85 15.53

Table 2 shows the e e t of redu ing the number of ells in whi h an image is partitioned
in the Color-Shape's retrieval e e tiveness (NAvgR). We ompared the use of 8x8, 6x6,
4x4, 3x3 and 2x2 grids superimposed on the images. The results show that, as the number
of ells de reases, the retrieval e e tiveness also de reases or, in other words, the NAvgR
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value in reases due to the loss of spatial information. There is less information to distinguish
images, in reasing the number of false-hits, and thus in reasing the NAvgR (de reasing the
retrieval e e tiveness). It is interesting to note that, with a small number of ells (i.e 4x4),
the Color-Shape NAvgR (6,12) is still 19% smaller (better) than the Grid approa h NAvgR
(7.34, Table 1). Using only 4x4 ells, ea h of the 28.71 CSHs has 16 bins, resulting in 459
bins per image, on average. This value is 89% smaller than the number of histogram bins
used be the Grid approa h (64x64=4096).
Table 3: Comparing partial ontent of the images in the Color-Shape approa h. Images are
partitioned in 8x8 ells
NAvgR
100%
95%
90%
80%
70%
jRRsetj 29 olors 12 olors 9 olors 6 olors 4 olors
Query
A0004.JPG
13
4.56
5.23
5.95
7.68
30.67
11
6.91
7.60
7.93
10.13
20.64
A0190.JPG
A10127.JPG
14
3.98
4.62
5.15
6.04
8.67
12
4.51
5.11
5.44
15.95
43.47
A10219.JPG
9
6.06
7.39
6.97
31.75
58.28
A10576.JPG
A11895.JPG
8
9.71
11.64
14.61
26.97
31.29
6
3.80
4.20
4.80
5.87
12.47
A12632.JPG
A13719.JPG
8
11.25
11.79
14.50
20.54
18.75
14
1.78
1.94
2.42
3.15
3.46
A14937.JPG
A15344.JPG
14
1.42
1.42
1.37
1.56
14.00
19
1.87
2.01
2.06
2.26
3.25
A15434.JPG
17
2.25
2.57
2.83
4.21
7.24
A16144.JPG
A4171.JPG
8
3.64
3.11
2.86
4.75
6.61
6
3.00
3.20
3.87
5.40
6.40
A4959.JPG
A6124.JPG
10
4.04
4.11
4.71
4.31
6.18
Average
11.27
4.59
5.06
5.70
10.04
18.09
 these are average values

As an be seen in Figure 1, on average, only about 29 olors (out of all 64 possible)
are present in our 20,000 heterogeneous database images. This learly shows also that
only a small number of olors is responsible for the majority of the image ontent. The
experiments des ribed in Table 3 explore exa tly this fa t to optimize Color-Shape spa e
overhead. The smaller the number of represented olors, the smaller the number of CSHs
needed to des ribe an image. Still a ording to Figure 1, on average approximately 100% of
the image ontent orresponds to 29 olors, 95% orresponds to 12 olors, 90% orresponds
to 9 olors, 80% orresponds to 6 olors and 70% orresponds to 4 olors. We use these
values to ompute the e e t of omparing a partial ontent of the images in the Color-Shape
retrieval e e tiveness (NAvgR). The results show that, representing only 80% of the images
ontent results in an in rease of 120% in the Color-Shape NAvgR. The range between 90%
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and 100% results in smaller in reases of the NAvgR in omparison with the spa e overhead
redu tion. For instan e, for 90% of the image ontent we have on average 9 olors, resulting
in 9 CSHs. This number is 69% smaller than the number of CSHs required to represent
100% of the image ontent (29). The NAvgR in reases 24%, from 4.59 to 5.70.
In the last experiment, we ompare the Grid and Global Color Histogram (GCH) approa hes with some variations of the Color-Shape approa h, using di erent number of ells
and representing di erent per entages of the images. Our goal is to summarize the previous
experiments, analyzing simultaneously the spa e overhead and the retrieval e e tiveness of
the traditional approa hes in omparison with some variations of the Color-Shape approa h.
As the Color-Shape approa h will use histograms with di erent numbers of bins a ording
to the hosen parameters, the spa e overhead will use the total number of bins instead of the
number of histogram to evaluate spa e overhead. The retrieval e e tiveness is represented
by the average NAvgR of the RRsets of the 15 query images.
We used the RGB olor-spa e uniformly quantized in 64 olors. The Grid approa h
used 8x8 ells and represents the best ase of the traditional partition-based approa hes.
If we use the Grid approa h with less ells, its NAvgR be omes too large. On the other
hand, using more ells, its spa e overhead be omes too large. The traditional partitionbased approa hes, as well as the GCH, does not allow for spa e redu tion by partially
representing the ontent of an image. Thus, their NAvgR will in rease without redu tion
in spa e overhead.
Table 4: Results of an experiment that summarizes the previous ones
Parameters
Results
Approa h
N. of Cells % of the image N. of bins NAvgR
Global Color Histogram
1x1
100% (64 olors)
64
22.58
8x8
100% (64 olors)
4096
7.34
Grid


Color-Shape
8x8
100% (29 olors)
1856
4.59
6x6
95% (12 olors)
432
5.62
Color-Shape
Color-Shape
4x4
90% (9 olors)
144
7.79


3x3
80% (6 olors)
54
16.19
Color-Shape
 these are average values

The results of the last experiment are shown in Table 4. The Color-Shape approa h,
representing 100% of the image olors and partitioning the images in 8x8 ells, o ers the
best retrieval e e tiveness, 38% smaller than the Grid approa h, with a redu tion of 55% in
its spa e overhead. Alternatively, Color-Shape representing 80% of the images' olors and
partitioning the images into 3x3 ells implies the smaller spa e overhead, 15% smaller than
the GCH approa h, yet yielding a NAvgR 29% smaller (better). It is also possible to obtain
intermediate results, for instan e, the Color Shape approa h with 90% of the olors and
using a 4x4 partition provides a NAvgR approximately equal to the Grid NAvgR, but with
a respe table 96,5% of redu tion in spa e overhead. In other words, using twi e the number
of bins that the GCH uses, it is possible to obtain a NAvgR approximately equal to the Grid
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NAvgR. Other intermediate results may be obtained by hoosing an adequate ompromise
between the number of ells and the per entage of the images (number of olors) being
represented. It is possible to emphasize retrieval e e tiveness, spa e overhead redu tion, or
both. These results on rm the potential and the exibility of the Color-Shape approa h
in omparison to the traditional partition-based approa hes.

6 Con lusions and Future Work
Our main ontribution in this paper is a simple, yet very e e tive, variation of the partitionbased te hniques alled Color-Shape. To the best of our knowledge, it is original in the
way that visual features are en oded. Our motivation was to redu e the spa e overhead of
partition-based approa hes taking advantage of the fa t that only a relatively low number of
distin t values of a visual feature are present in most images. We used olor features to verify
the idea. However, it is possible to en ode any other image visual feature with the same idea.
Color-Shape histograms ombine, in an elegant way, the information represented by lo al
histograms in a partition-based approa h, with the information of a global olor histogram,
while likely redu ing the spa e overhead. The image abstra tion is more ompa t, yet
representative. The de omposition of an image into a grid of ells permits simultaneous
lo ation of a olor inside the image and the approximation of its shape. We also proposed
a similarity metri whi h is based on the L1 distan e metri .
We ompared the Color-Shape approa h with two other approa hes whi h we alled
Global Color Histogram and Grid ( hosen to represent the traditional partition-based approa hes). These two approa hes do not allow for spa e redu tion by partially representing
the ontent of an image. We ompared the spa e overhead of ea h approa h as well as their
retrieval e e tiveness. The retrieval e e tiveness was measured using a te hnique alled
normalized re all, used in QBIC proje t. The omparison used only image-based queries.
The data set used in our experiments was a set of 20,000 heterogeneous JPEG images from
a sto k CD by Corel Corp. Out of this data set, we hose 15 images to be used as query
images. The answer sets for these query images were also built a priori. The three ompared approa hes used the RGB olor-spa e uniformly quantized in 64 olors. Ea h image
was de omposed in at most 64 ells to spatially lo ate olor features.
Table 4 summarizes our ndings. We ompared the Grid and Global Color Histogram
approa hes with some variations of the Color-Shape approa h, using di erent number of
ells and representing di erent per entages (number of olors) of the images. These results
on rm the potential and the exibility of the Color-Shape approa h in omparison to the
traditional partition-based approa hes. It is possible to emphasize retrieval e e tiveness,
spa e overhead redu tion or both. The Color-Shape approa h is able to o er the best
retrieval e e tiveness, 38% smaller than the Grid approa h with a redu tion of 55% in the
spa e overhead. If desired, the Color-Shape may imply the smallest spa e overhead, 15%
smaller than the GCH approa h with a NAvgR 29% smaller (better).
Future resear h will on entrate on the Color-Shape approa h whi h seems to be promising. We will investigate the e e t of retrieval e e tiveness using di erent olor spa es, for
example, HSV and uniform spa es su h as L*a*b* and L*u*v* [4℄. A ordingly to the
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olor-spa e, we will also investigate some alternative quantization s hemes and alternative
similarity metri s. Another topi of interest is alternative representations for the ColorShape histograms, for instan e, umulative histograms or initial moments of their spatial
distribution. Experiments using obje t-based queries and the study of possibly using automati image segmentation te hniques to de ompose images in a more onsistent way will
also be pursued. To optimize query pro essing, we will investigate indexing stru tures, for
example the M-tree [6℄. The M-tree is a promising approa h be ause it indexes the distan e
between images and as su h, it does not su er from the problems related to the higher
dimensionality of the indexing spa e (usually histograms are mapped to high-dimensional
spa es).
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